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A BSTRACT
In this paper, we explore a dataset consist of millions of jupyter notebooks. Our goal is to understand
the current state-of-art data science practices adopted by the majority of practioners and develop
an understanding of how each step of data analytics pipeline has contributed to the readability and
popularity of a project notebook. Hence, we conducted descriptive analyses of the notebook metadata,
a natural language processing task of understanding the comments and documentation in the jupyter
notebooks and a classifier annotating the specific procedure a code block in a notebook is intending.
These work contributed to our long-term goal of suggesting better alternatives to data science practices
to promote the accuracy, readability and reusability of the contemporary data analytic pursuits.
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Introduction

If you want to build and train your neural network today, you have many choices: PyTorch, TensorFlow, Keras, Gluon,
and many other to mention. Scientists working with data, especially those who work with ‘big data’ are facing an
overwhelming amount of seemingly homogeneous choices for their analytics tasks. While the market for data science
systems and relevant software products is booming, information regarding on how people approach different stages
of data analysis is scarce. At the same time, people from different knowledge domains (substantive experts such
as biologists, marine scientists, sociologists) and people from technical disciplines (such as computer scientists and
statisticians) often handle questions differently. To recommend a better analytical framework for a data, we often hope
to leverage from expert knowledge and the most robust modeling, and such optimization of data science framework
is usually a culmination of many ‘experts.’ In other words, for a more robust, more valid end-to-end data science
framework, we need to be aware of many methodological pitfalls, some of them even routinely neglected by seasoned
data scientists. The pain point we want to solve is to identify the source of bias and reduce them. To enable this
capability, we need to first have a better understanding of the correspondence between certain domain knowledge and
certain aspects of data analytics pipeline. On the other hand, we also want to understand when/how/where components
such as graphics, tables and comments become more effective. Hence, this will be a good start of creating a ‘data
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science toolbox’ for scientists at all skill levels to improve their analytical and programming experience, and also
providing analysts guidance that lead them to more reliable, valid, scientific conclusions.
The data we will be using is 1M Jupyter Notebook data set. The data set consists of numerous notebooks from 200
thousand Github repositories to study data science process. The data collection team queried, downloaded, and analyzed
approximately 1.25 million Jupyter Notebooks in public repositories on GitHub. These notebooks correspond to about
95% of all Jupyter Notebooks publicly available on GitHub at the time. The data include metadata about each notebook
and each of the public repositories that contained a Jupyter Notebook, as well as the relevant files such as README
file and log files.
Given the time available, this paper focuses on three prominent questions leading to our long-term goal of designing a
‘data science toolbox’ to recommend better practices for each stage of data science practices. Specifically, we describe
our research questions in the table below.
• Question 1: What have jupyter notebooks in data science done in the current marketplace? Topics they are
pursuing, Methods they employed, Dataset they are using, etc.
• Question 2: What factors impacted the readability/popularity of a jupyter notebook project, defined by metrics
from metadata (stars, forks, etc.)?
• Question 3: What information do we know about the current state-of-art comments and documentation by
data scientists? What are their implications?
• Question 4: How do we annotate data science processes automatically without explicit human labeling?
Each section below will be pursuing questions above. Section 2 discusses Question 1 and 2; Section 3 discusses
Question 3; Section 4 discusses Question 4. We conclude this paper by discussing some early conclusions and future
directions synthesized by the three tasks we have accomplished so far.

2
2.1

Descriptive Analyses of Jupyter Notebooks
Reproducing the results of the CHI paper

Our first step is to profile this dataset. Since the dataset we used is same as the dataset used in CHI paper[6], our goal
in this step is to try our best to reproduce the result of them. In their paper, they analyzed 1,227,573 notebooks with
34,486,368 cells contained in them. Our result turned out that we were able to analyze 1,227,561 notebooks in the
dataset, which included 34,485,100 cells. This indicates that the dataset successfully processed by us is almost the same
as the dataset successfully processed by them. We also successfully reproduced same figures as they created in their
paper as well as in their GitHub.
2.2

Notebook profiling

These notebooks belonged to 191,407 repositories. These repositories were contributed by 100,507 users and 141,163
of them had readme files. Of all notebooks, 1,183,339 of them were with lines of code; 892,980 of them were with
texts; 791,239 of them were with headers; 761,964 of them are with comments; 123,439 of them were with classes;
542,376 of them were with functions. Of all repositories, 74,901 of them were with 1 notebook; 27982 of them were
with more than 10 notebooks, accounting for 814,999 notebooks.

Figure 1: Top used languages in notebooks
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As showed in figure 1, among notebooks specified its language, Python, Julia and R were the top 3 language written by
users. Python was used by 96.3% of the notebooks, which are 1,005,650 notebooks. Meanwhile, Julia and R were
used by 1.4% and 1.3% of them respectively. Of notebooks written in these three languages, 919,206 of them imported
external modules; for notebooks written in Python, 895,305 notebooks of them imported external packages. 42,611
external packages were imported (figure 2). The most commonly imported Python packages were numpy, matplotlib
and pandas; these top 3 packages accounts for 34.74% of all import commands; top 10 packages accounts for 56.08%
of all import commands; as for top 100 packages, it accounts for 88.80% import commands.

Figure 2: Top imported libraries in notebooks written in python

2.3

Generating Package Clusters

Furthermore, in order to see if there is any pattern when users import packages, we implemented a clustering method
to generate clusters with top 0.1% imported packages, which were 183 packages. As a result, 14 clusters were
generated(figure 3), and most of them represent meaningful distinct groups(figure ??). As showed in table, cluster 0 are
simply packages that people wrote themselves, cluster 1 provides support for building and installing these self-build
modules; cluster 2 is for data science; cluster 3 is a set of libraries for a popular book called Think Stats; cluster 4
is a set of packages for Markov Chains; clusters 5, 9, 11, and 13 are machine learning/deep learning packages with
torch, caffee, tensorflow and theano at their core; cluster 6 is for GIS processing; cluster 7 is for reading and writing the
compressing archives; cluster 8 is for web scraping; cluster 10 is a set of libraries for multiprocessing; cluster 12 does
computer vision. We found that people who used python to do data science analysis with jupyter notebook like to use
seaborn, sklearn, pandas, matplotlib, numpy, scipy, os, and some other packages. Because os packages is for transmit
system parameters and other packages are not so commonly used, we chose to use seaborn, sklearn, pandas, matplotlib,
numpy, and scipy as identifiers to label those notebooks which did data science. As a result, 734,542 notebooks were
labeled with data science, which was 73% of the whole dataset.
2.4

Profiling Notebooks Doing Data Science

Of all notebooks labeled with data science, they belonged to 142,376 repositories. Of all repositories, 58,741 repositories
were with 1 notebook, contributing 8.0% of all notebooks; 16,623 repositories were with notebooks more than 10,
accounting for 426,360 notebooks, contributing 58.0% of all notebooks. Moreover, 118,521 of the repositories did
not have any stars whereas 754 of the repositories had more than 100 stars; 119,621 of the repositories did not have
any forks whereas 393 of them experienced more than 100 forks. Then we tried to visualize the distribution between
the different number of notebooks contained in the repository and their number of stars or forks respectively(figure 5,
figure 6) to see if there is a correlation lies in them, but little correlation was found. Then we visualized the distribution
between the number of stars and forks of the repository(figure 7), and we found that there is a positive correlation
between the number of stars and the forks of the repository.
3
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Figure 3: Heatmap of import clusters

Figure 4: Table of import clusters

3

Text Analysis

In this section, we focus on the text parts of the Jupyter notebooks, and design data mining algorithms that analyze those
text parts, in order to extract latent information about existing notebooks, and provide guidelines for data scientists to
compose new Jupyter notebooks.
In the following of this section, we first describe our efficient text preprocessing algorithm that processes a total of
approximately 1,300,000 Jupyter notebooks (492GB) in only one hour using only CPU. Next, we ask three questions
regarding to how data scientists write Jupyter notebooks, and use the previous preprocessed data to answer those
questions.
4
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Figure 5: The distribution between the different number of notebooks contained in the repository and their number of
forks

Figure 6: The distribution between the different number of notebooks contained in the repository and their number of
stars
3.1

Text Preprocessing

From the Jupyter notebook dataset, we have a total of 1,253,620 Jupyter notebooks. Each notebook is a IPYNB
file which is formatted in JSON. The JSON file consists several blocks, each of which is one of the supported block
types(e.g., header, markdown, code, raw/text, etc.). Here we focus on those text blocks (header, markdown, text). Those
text blocks consist a content field that has either a list of strings, or a raw string.
The key challenge here is how to analyze those text efficiently. A large portion (72.4%) of the notebook contains
text [6], which corresponds to approximately 356GB of pure text data. We can in principle use deep learning or other
state-of-the-art methods to extract useful information, but it would takes days to finish given that we do not have access
to a large GPU set.
As a result, for this task, we use a simple, efficient yet effective way to preprocess those large amount of texts into a
compressed representation, keywords.
Specifically, we first remove the formats of those text blocks, by leaving only words consisted from A-Z, a-z, ,́ - and _.
Secondly, we merge consequent text blocks (i.e., not interrupted by code or other blocks) into one aggregated text block.
In this way, the text get transformed into relatively independent chunks. Note that, for header blocks, we specifically
5
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Figure 7: The distribution between the number of stars and forks of the repository
copy them two times since headers are considered more important than other texts. Then, we split each aggregated text
block into lower-case words, and remove those from the most frequently used English words[2]. Here we assume those
texts are written in English.
Lastly, we perform TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document frequency) algorithm to each aggregated text block in a
notebook. TF-IDF is a popular numerical statistic that is intended to reflect how important a word is to a document in a
collection or corpus [5]. We run TF-IDF on each notebook to extract keywords for each text block. Specifically, we
select the three words that has the highest score in each aggregated text block, and save it to another file for further
processing.
The above preprocessing takes 2570 seconds for the whole dataset using only CPU.
3.2

Notebook Structure

The first question we ask is, how do data scientists structure a Jupyter notebook? More specifically, do most notebooks
transition from introduction, to modeling, to evaluation? we use the keywords we extracted to figure out.
We first filter out those notebooks that contain less than five aggregated text blocks, because those notebooks typically
have only a few text or a few code. For the rest notebooks, we categorize the aggregated text blocks in each notebook
into three even parts. For example, for a notebook containing 10 aggregated text blocks, the three parts are the first to
the third blocks, the fourth to the sixth blocks, and the seventh to the tenth blocks. We then go over all the notebooks to
see what is the most frequent keyword in the three parts across all the notebooks.

Figure 8: Mostly used keywords in different parts of a notebook
Fig. 8 shows the three collections consisting the top-8 keywords in those three parts, respectively. Not surprisingly, data
appear to be in the top-2 in all three parts. However, we see some interesting difference between the three collections.
1. In the first collection, dataset and load is much more frequent than the other two collections, indicating data
scientists are more likely to introduce the dataset they use in the beginning of a notebook. Also, will is much
more frequent, indicating that the existence of introduction and motivation in the first part of each notebook.
2. Training appears the most in the second collection, which is not surprising because data scientists need to train
the model to make it work, and the training procedures are more likely to be described in the middle part of a
6
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notebook. The middle part also tends to include more words related to methodology, such as plot, use and
create.
3. The last collection contains more words related to evaluation, including plot, test, validataion, accuracy and
number.
4. Among the three collections, it is also worth noting that the word model becomes more frequent towards to
the end of a notebook, whereas the word function is opposite, which is more frequent at the beginning of a
notebook. The insight behind this might be the fact that the goal of data science is to eventually come up with
a model to verify, interpret, or fit a function.
3.3

Text and its Following Code

By definition, each aggregated text block is mostly followed by a code block. Hence, a natural question is, is there any
relationship between the type of the code and the text right before it, which is potentially the description of the code?
We analyze the keywords after classify the code blocks into two types
• Executable code, which contains less than five line-of-code, more likely to be a few function calls to execute
some commands.
• Modeling code, which contains equal or more than five line-of-code, more likely to be a function that
implements some algorithms and/or learning models.

Figure 9: Mostly used keywords followed by different types of codes
We find the two collections of keywords of those aggregated text blocks that are followed by the two types of code
blocks, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 9.
data, model and function are the three mostly appeared keywords in both collections, and plot appears in both collections
as well. Others are totally different. For executable codes, its description is more towards evaluation, such as training,
test, validation and accuracy, whereas for modeling code its description is more technical, such as values, list, python
and file. Hence, we find that data scientists are more likely to write technical parts using a big chunk of codes, and in
the last part of each notebook, evaluate the models using a few function calls.
3.4

Notebook Length

The final question concerns whether there is any correlation between the keywords, and the number of text blocks of a
notebook? The latter is considered to be an important indicator of the quality of a notebook, because good notebooks
are written more concisely and stylish with interweaving texts and codes, resulting in more text blocks.
From this end, we analyze those keywords that change the most between shorter notebooks, and longer notebooks.
We find that the median number of aggregated text blocks is 12 per notebook. Hence, we group the notebooks into
three buckets using the number of aggregated text blocks: [5, 8], [9, 18], and the rest. We select those keywords whose
frequencies change most in the first and last buckets. Fig. 10 shows those keywords.
Interestingly, neural network is much more popular in shorter notebooks. will appears more in shorter notebooks,
indicating some shorter notebooks are not yet finished. On the other side, longer notebooks are more focusing on details
such as values, plot, number and create.
3.5

Future work

We can potentially extract more insights from the keywords we have extracted. For example, we can in principle obtain
the keywords associated with stylish notebooks using similar methods, and stylish notebooks are more likely to be
7
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Figure 10: Mostly used keywords in shorter or longer notebooks
Stages

Stage Name

I

Initiation

Corresponding Procedures
Plan, Collect, Annotate
(Step 1 -3)

II

Exploration

Wrangle, Profile, Define,
Explore (Step 4 - 7)

III

Modeling

Modeling (Step 8)

IV

Results

Evaluation (Step 9)

V

Reporting

Report, Deploy, Maintain
(Step 10 - 12)

Features
Importing Packages; Collecting Data;
Annotation of Target Variables
Data wrangling; early EDA;
early-stage descriptive visuali
-zation; definition of key terms, etc.
Building DL Model framework;
Setting up K-NN parameters, etc.
Providing Results from Supervised/
Unsupervised Model; Evaluation of
the Training/Test Accuracy, etc.
Drawing Conclusions;
Final Visualization;
Maintenance/Deployment Docs,

Sample Keywords
import; pandas; numpy;
index; labels
append;,concat; index; join;
loc; seaborn; xgboost; barh
relu; torch; tensorflow;
loss; pred; model
f1_score; roc; sklearn;
accuracy
app; debug; flask; pickle

Table 1: Our Definition of Five Stages in Data Science

better notebooks. Specifically, We may define stylish as more decorative syntax in markdown blocks, or more figures
and tables.
Another potential improvement is better keyword extraction algorithms. Simple optimizations like word normalization
and stop words can improve the overall quality of extracted keywords. There also exists other high-quality, efficient,
free-to-use keyword extraction tools that outperform TF-IDF [1].

4

Classification of Code Blocks

In this section, we discuss the rationale and procedures behind our designed classifiers of code blocks in a jupyter
notebook. Informed by the common data science procedures defined by [3, 4] illustrated in Figure 11, we want to
design an automated classifier of jupyter notebook blocks, which fit into one of the five categories in Table 1. Our
motivation for this classifier come from multiple sources. First and foremost, if we don’t know what a code block in a
notebook is doing, we essentially cannot recommend any replacement suggestions (which is our long-term goal) for
a better data science practice. At the same time, it was very wrongful to assume that data science practitioners have
followed all the 12 steps given in Figure 11, nor did they complete all essential components of each step, for various
reasons. This means we cannot use a simple "sequential logic" to work with these jupyter notebooks. Hence, we need a
classification scheme that is readable (meaningful enough) while specific enough for us so that we have high confidence
of providing guidance to what practitioners should consider as alternatives.

Figure 11: Common Data Science Procedures
4.1

Data Sources

Two graduate students with extensive experience in data science coded the jupyter notebook code blocks by reading the
codes written in the block and annotating the code block with a label of 1-5 corresponding to the five stages in Table
8
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1. We only considered jupyter notebooks that are clearly identified as a dedication to a data science task. Together,
approximately 4,000 code blocks were coded. Figure 12 demonstrated the descriptive pie chart of how code blocks are
distributed across the five stages we defined.

Figure 12: Code Blocks By Five-Stage Schemes
As we have observed, there are a decreasing trend of code blocks classified to later stages of the data science procedures.
There are two reasons behind this decreasing trend. On one hand, initiation and exploration stages are usually those steps
where practitioners perform the most diverse range of tasks. Practitioners may pursue some early-stage visualization,
exploratory statistics and preliminary analyses of features even such procedures contributed little to their research
questions and central tasks. On the other hand, many notebooks are incomplete: meaning we have much fewer amount
of results than the number of notebooks we have access to. An appropriate reporting and maintenance effort were even
more rare in jupyter notebooks that are publicly available.
4.2

Methods

There are many practical difficulties in working with code block classification task. Essentially, this classification is
similar to a natural language processing task of document classification. However, code blocks are probably having
more severe challenges. For example, rare words representation may be more challenging since codes usually include
a lot of objects not typically have meanings, sometimes not even constitute a vocabulary. Moreover, as we assume
each code block as independent of their notebooks during our human annotation, the perseverance of independence
assumptions are difficult. Given the limited time we have and the economy of resources, we use a simple accuracy
score to evaluate our classifiers and delete comments. In the next paragraph, we discuss the detailed tactics we employ
for this task.
• Step 1: Dataset Preparation Using the preprocessing described above, we divide the dataset into 80% of the
data set as training set and 20% of the data set as validation set with 5-fold cross validation. This is to prevent
overfitting with particular training sets.
• Step 2: Relative Importance As a common practice of text classification, we use TF-IDF score to represent
the relative importance of a term in the entire code block corpus. TF means the ration of the number of times a
term t appears in a document in the total number of all terms in document. IDF means the logarithmic of total
number of code blocks divided by the number of code blocks with term t in it. TF-IDF vectors have different
versions based on levels of input tokens, such as N -gram level, word-level and character-level. As code blocks
are consisted of code lines, each token is most likely representing an independent function call, object call or
package import. Therefore, we use word-level TF-IDF.
• Step 3: Word Embeddings The second part of our feature engineering is to represent words and documents
using a dense vector representation. The idea is to take the position of a term t within in the vector space learned
from the code block texts based on the surrounding words. Here, we train a word2vec embedding with 5
skip-gram as contextual window and 0.15 subsampling to provide contextual basis and to avoid high-frequency
words that provide little information from kicking in.
9
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Classifier
Naive Bayes
Support Vector
Bagging
Simple Recurrent CNN
Bidirectional LSTM

Accuracy
0.5442
0.7270
0.7475
0.8072
0.8444

Table 2: Classifier Results

4.3

Results

With the steps above, we are able to build text classification framework to train a classifier using the features produced
above. There are many different choices available, evolving from simpler supervised learning models to novel deep
learning models. The accuracy we use is simply the number of accurate classifications divided by the total number of
classifications. Using a simple Naive Bayes classifier as the baseline model, we have more than half of the code blocks
classified correctly. Otherwise, using a moderately trained bidirectional long-short-term-memory (LSTM) model, we
are able to achieve approximately 84.4% accuracy.
4.4

Discussions and Future Works

Despite the good performance, there are many possibilities for future development in this task. First, some keywords
are highly elusive, and some others are very confusing. We need to have some better interpretations for those more
elusive keywords. Second, the annotation of our dataset for training the classifiers are very expensive: an experienced
Ph.D. student coder could only code 100 blocks with an average of 26 minutes. This is costly because the task cannot
be done by AWS Mechanical Turk or products of similar ilk as it requires high level of coder expertise. Perhaps an area
of improvement is that, combining with natural language tasks on comments would be a great improvement for our
classifier accuracy. Therefore, a very promising next step is to combine our task in Question 3 and task in Question 4
together. Similarly, we have filtered out all lines with pure comments in our analyses at this time, but they might be
useful in training our classifiers.

5

Discussion

In this project, we have explored the current practices in the "marketplace" of data science practices. We discovered
several meaningful covariates to the readability and popularity of a data science work. We exploited the documentation
and comment languages and rewarded by the impact and implication of different language uses in such texts. Finally,
we have built a classifier of code blocks with a fair level of accuracy. However, our accomplishments should still
be considered as an early-stage work dealing with this dataset. Our future goal is to answer the question that given
information we know about the current practices, how do we design a system to recommend alternative practices in each
stage of data analyses? This fits our long-term goal to design a ‘data science toolbox’ to recommend better practices for
each stage of data science practices.
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